
Statement for the Record of Media Matters for America

U.S. House of Representatives, Subcommittee on the Judiciary -- Antitrust,

Commercial, and Administrative Law

March 12, 2021

RE: Hearing on Reviving Competition, Part 2: Saving the Free and Diverse

Press

Dear Chairman David N. Cicilline and Ranking Member Ken Buck, and Members of the

Committee,

Media Matters for America is a 501(c3) media watchdog and research information center. We

work daily to document how misinformation and disinformation spread online, helping to

fracture the integrity of an already vulnerable media landscape.

A robust, free, and diverse media is important now more than ever, especially as it pertains to

local news. However, since the beginning of the Great Recession, total newsroom employment

has fallen, tumbling by about a quarter overall from 2008 to 2019.
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Across the country, the

business model for local and regional newspapers is failing. Conservative propaganda machines

and bad actors like Sinclair Broadcasting Group have seized on this opportunity and are creating

an ecosystem that is filling a local news void that many don’t necessarily notice is infected with

right-wing propaganda.
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This is even more troubling as people lean on digital platforms for their news, which has led to

major social media platforms taking more control over how news content is shared and

consumed online. According to a recent Pew Research Center survey, about half of Americans

(53%) say they get news from social media.
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Facebook, Twitter, Google, and other platforms are essentially controlling who sees what news,

and whether it's biased or accurate. This is a dangerous precedent, and these platforms have

shown why; we have demonstrated that Facebook, for instance, has catered to conservatives at

every possible opportunity.

Time and again, conservative media figures and politicians have invoked a similar playbook of

claiming that the mainstream media is unfairly biased against them. And those claims have

extended to social media. We anticipate GOP members at his hearing will invoke the same false

and repeatedly debunked narrative, claiming that there is anti-conservative bias online.

Media Matters has conducted several studies of hundreds of Facebook pages to investigate

whether there is anti-conservative bias on the platform, with data going back to 2018.
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At every

point, left-wing and right-wing pages had similar interaction rates (reactions, comments, and

shares). This was reinforced in our latest study, in which we found that right-leaning pages

earned the most interactions in 2020, accounting for 45% of total interactions from political

pages.
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Despite right-wing claims to the contrary, no data show any evidence of systemic

bias against conservative content online.

And in study after study -- on voting, abortion, and the national protests of police violence

against unarmed Black people -- we've found right-leaning pages and sources getting more

engagement than other sources.
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In fact, a Media Matters study from June 2020 found that posts from right-leaning pages about

the police brutality protests earned more engagement than posts from nonaligned or left-leaning

pages.
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Right-leaning Facebook pages received over 48 million interactions -- or nearly 40% of

all interactions -- despite representing only a quarter of all posts about the protests.

Nonetheless, allegations that social media companies are biased against conservatives and

censoring right-wing content have become a common narrative in right-wing media and,

ironically, recurrent content on the same social media platforms the narrative targets. These

claims are just another iteration of the long-term right-wing effort to brand most of the
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mainstream press as biased against conservatives. The goal is to “work the refs” and get

favorable treatment, this time from tech giants.
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But many of these allegations of censorship or bias can actually be explained through technical

arguments in which political motivations play no role. And that showcases, at best, a

preoccupying level of digital illiteracy among those making the allegations and, at worst, the

inherent bad faith of these claims.
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This playbook has been working for conservatives for over half a century, at least since

Republican presidential nominee Barry Goldwater gave reporters covering his campaign pins

that read “Eastern Liberal Press.”
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The strategy of putting the onus of proving neutrality on the

mainstream press worked -- media have since over-represented conservatives, engaged in false

equivalences, offered platforms to far-right hacks in the name of balance, and prioritized

negative coverage of Democratic politicians -- and the same playbook is now being applied to

tech giants.
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This, too, seems to be working: These platforms have groveled in response to accusations of bias

by tapping extremist figures and far-right grifters as advisers or by having their leadership

appear on right-wing propaganda shows to appease right-wing audiences.
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We saw this more than ever throughout Trump’s first two and a half years in office, when the

president seemed unwilling to adhere to the same policies the rest of Twitter users were

expected to follow.
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In June 2019, Twitter created public interest exemptions to its rules, giving

the company leeway to leave up tweets from government officials that violate company policies

on the platform.
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In October 2019, the company expanded on this policy, publishing a blog

about its strategy for handling tweets from world leaders that violate platform rules.
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Though

neither of these posts called out Trump by name, they were very clearly written with him in

mind. This type of policy making and response offers evidence that in reality, the social media

and tech platforms have pro-Trump/pro-conservative slant. And it  also allowed conservatives

and extremists to promote online lies about the 2020 election that directly contributed to the

January 6 insurrection on the U.S. Capitol.

A BuzzFeed report last August even revealed that Facebook employees have voiced concern and

collected evidence showing that the platform gives preferential treatment to right-wing

Facebook pages.
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The report further demonstrates how Facebook has caved to pressure from

conservatives, despite evidence repeatedly debunking their baseless accusations of bias.

Facebook’s impulse to appease right-wing cries of bias, despite all evidence to the contrary, puts

the company in a position where it will be amplifying lies and enabling extremists and white

supremacists at the expense of American democracy and with great risk to our safety.

This is a narrative and tactic that must be quashed, as it serves as a distraction from the very real

and troubling issues that plague social media and tech platforms.

Sincerely,

Media Matters for America

Here are some key takeaways from our analyses of claims of bias on Facebook:

From January 2020 through December  2020: A Media Matters study on Facebook pages

that regularly post about American political news found that right-leaning pages consistently

earned more weekly interactions than left-leaning or ideologically nonaligned pages.
25

Key findings from that study:
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● Right-leaning pages earned the most interactions in 2020, with nearly 9 billion

interactions on roughly 2.3 million posts. Right-leaning pages accounted for 45%

of total interactions from political pages and nearly 30% of total posts.

● Left-leaning pages earned nearly 5 billion interactions in 2020 on roughly

1.3 million posts. These pages accounted for over 25% of total interactions for political

pages and posted only 16% of total posts.

● Right-leaning pages also had the highest interaction rate, a performance

metric that measures the engagement of a Facebook page in relation to the

number of page “likes” it has and how frequently it shares posts. Conservative

pages had an overall average interaction rate of 0.97%, while left-leaning pages had a

rate of 0.83% and nonaligned pages had a rate of only 0.27%.

● Pages like Occupy Democrats, Donald J. Trump, and Ben Shapiro earned between four

and six times more interactions than The New York Times, one of the world’s best-know

sources of fact-based news. That’s likely because Facebook’s algorithm amplifies content

that invokes an emotional response, rewarding sensational and divisive content and

contributing to polarization.
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Thus, reliable legacy media does not earn nearly as much

engagement as sensational content from partisan pages. We found that half of the top 10

political pages that earned the most interactions from  January 1 to December 15, 2020,

were right-leaning pages. These five pages were:

■ Donald J. Trump (over 867 million interactions)

■ Fox News (over 511 million interactions)

■ Ben Shapiro (over 380 million interactions)

■ Breitbart (over 338 million interactions)

■ Dan Bongino (over 235 million interactions)

From March 2019 through July 2019:

● Right-leaning pages on average earned more interactions per week than

left-leaning pages. Between March 18 and August 4, 2019, right-leaning Facebook

pages earned on average about 45,000 more interactions (reactions, comments, and

shares) per week than left-leaning pages.
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From July 2018 through mid-March 2019:

● Right-leaning and left-leaning pages on average earned roughly the same

number of interactions per week. Throughout our 37-week study, right-leaning

pages earned on average about 372,000 weekly interactions and left-leaning pages

earned on average about 369,000 weekly interactions. Partisan pages earned more

interactions than pages without political alignment every week of this study, earning on

average only about 283,000 weekly interactions.
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From January 2018 through July 2018:

● Right-leaning pages in total have a bigger presence on Facebook:

Right-leaning Facebook pages had a higher total number of interactions than left-leaning

Facebook pages. Right-leaning pages had 23% more total interactions than nonaligned

pages and 51% more total interactions than left-leaning pages. Images shared by

right-leaning pages -- including memes that frequently include false and bigoted

messages -- were by far the highest performing content on the Facebook pages

examined.
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Images posted by right-wing meme pages on Facebook actually received the most

weekly interactions (reactions, comments, and shares) of all political-related

content in that 2018 study.
31

These pages regularly posted false and/or derogatory content

about immigrants and people of color.
32

● The study of 463 prominent Facebook pages that regularly posted political content

between January 1, 2018, and July 1, 2018, found that images posted by right-leaning

pages were the highest performing content.
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